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learners with good intent
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Abstract

The level of performance of every clinician and of the overall multiprofessional team relies on the skills and
expertise they have individually and collectively acquired through education, training, self-directed learning, and
reflection. Simulation-based education (SBE) is playing an increasingly important role in that respect, and it is
sometimes said that it is an art to facilitate. Many explanations can justify this assertion. Although there is generally
an emphasis on making everything as realistic or “high-fidelity” as possible, it is often futile and this is where the art
of simulation comes into play with an element of modulation of realism linked to the intended learning objectives.
The atmosphere created by the educators; how the learners are made to engage and interact; how physical,
technical, and contextual elements are simulated or represented; and what type of technology is used need to be
appropriately adapted to contribute to the immersiveness of any SBE activity. Although it inevitably carries a
negative connotation, some form of “deception” is more commonly used than one may think for the benefit of
learners during SBE. High levels of realism are sometimes achieved by making learners believe something works or
reacts as would be expected in real life, whereas it is achieved in a totally different manner. Learners do not need
to know, see, or understand these “tricks of the trade”, shortcuts, or artistic or technological aspects, and this can be
considered a form of benevolent deception. Similarly, information may be withheld to recreate a realistic situation
and push learners to demonstrate specific learning outcomes, but it needs to be practised with caution and be
justifiable. These forms of “positive” deception are part of most SBE activities and are used to help learners bridge
the reality gap so they can suspend disbelief more easily, exercise critical thinking, and treat the simulation more
realistically without damaging the trust they place in their educators. This article will discuss how aspects of SBE
activities are often manipulated, modified, or hidden from learners to facilitate the learning experience and present
a simulation fidelity model encompassing the environmental, patient, semantical, and phenomenal dimensions.

Keywords: Benevolent deception, Fidelity, Realism, Trick, Make believe, Disbelief, Technology, Simulation,
Debriefing, Information modification

Introduction
Healthcare is a high-risk industry as providing patient
care bears important responsibilities whereby people’s
lives are always at stake. Simulation, in its various forms,
is increasingly used in all aspects of healthcare education
and at all levels of a clinician’s career [1]. Exposure to

simulation-based education (SBE) generally starts during
university undergraduate healthcare studies and now
carries on in most places around the world through to
postgraduate and postqualification education, and as
part of continuing professional development. Similarly
to the aviation industry for the ongoing recertification of
airline pilots, this educational approach increasingly ap-
plies in some countries even for the most accomplished
clinicians in their respective specialty to comply with re-
certification or revalidation requirements without
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putting patients at risk [2, 3]. Simulation is recognized
as being able to provide a safe and relevant learning ex-
perience by working “ex vivo”, meaning not using real
patients. This article reflects the experience of the au-
thors who have a combined 55 years of SBE experience
in a variety of settings, simulation modalities, with differ-
ent levels of learners and healthcare professions, but also
work on the development of simulators [4–6].
Although simulation technology still has often many

limitations or shortcomings to provide a truly lifelike ex-
perience when it comes to some clinical procedures or
situations, it can positively contribute to the educational
process of learners. The artistic and refined aspects of
SBE lie in the multidimensional crafting of relevant and
engaging learning opportunities so participants can learn
to better care for patients. It helps them develop their
skills and knowledge and gain experience in a relatively
safe and controlled environment [7–9]. Further to the
ex vivo concept described above, the gap between simu-
lation and the real clinical world can be referred to as
“ex-reality”. Aspects of these differences need to be ad-
dressed with learners at different stages to make the
simulation “work” for them in a realistic manner and
cover the intended learning objectives. Educators should
take into consideration that the target audience consists
of adult learners (whether they are undergraduate stu-
dents or professionals) and that they can take advantage
of this to bridge ex-reality aspects inherently linked to
the simulation process or technology. However, this may
not be totally applicable for aspects that learners are not
yet familiar with as it is on the basis of such first simu-
lated experience that their learning will be based. This is
where some higher level of simulation realism is re-
quired to ensure the learners’ accurate understanding of
lived SBE experiences and promote their transference of
learning to real clinical practice [10]. This implies that
there can generally be an aspect of “modulation” of the
level of simulation realism adopted based on learners’
prior knowledge, needs, and capabilities.
Pre-briefings and briefings are conducted to prevent

misunderstanding [11]. As some aspects of simulations,
whether it is full-scale, screen-based, or virtual, are not
always true to real-life from a physical (environment,
equipment, and patient representation), semantical, or
phenomenal point of view, learners need to be informed
regarding the limitations of these various elements [12–
15] and of their expected behaviour and actions during
SBE activities. The pre-briefing at the start of a session
is when a fiction contract should be presented to
learners as a ground rule whereby they need to consent
to appropriately engage in the activity, be respectful, and
maintain confidentiality [12]. For some SBE activities,
educators should emphasize that learners should adopt a
professional attitude (a phenomenal aspect) and suspend

disbelief [16, 17], especially for aspects where the level of
fidelity of the simulation is lower than expected. In our
experience, most learners may otherwise solely interpret
the fiction contract expectation as applying to the
“hands-on” aspect of the technical skills used during
clinical procedures as opposed to also incorporating
other aspects such as professional conduct, behaviour,
and communication with the other team members
(learners or confederates), the patient(s) (simulated or
simulator), and other simulated participants (relatives,
bystanders, etc.) if applicable. Then comes the briefing
usually provided for a subset activity within a simulation
session (e.g. before a scenario or before practising a new
procedure) whereby providing a context contributes to
getting the learners to relate the simulation activity as a
real clinical encounter. Depending on the type and pur-
pose of the SBE activity, there may be limitations to the
information that can be provided during this phase so as
not to reveal the content of the scenario or on what as-
pects the learners will really be challenged with in terms
of the precise learning outcomes they will need to dem-
onstrate [18]. For a scenario-based activity, the well-
intended concealment of such information enables
learners to experience the simulation in a more realistic
manner as opposed to them already knowing what is go-
ing to happen and pre-empting how it needs to be dealt
with. This aspect of withholding information can be seen
as a form of deception and can be justified in terms of
learning benefits [19]. It is an ethical and well-founded
strategy adopted without malicious intention on the
basis that learners have previously been briefed that the
simulation would mimic a real situation (including the
occurrence of unexpected events), and they consented to
take part in the activity. There are situations, however,
based on learners’ level of experience and the purpose of
the simulation session, when detailed scenario learning
goals and contents are not withheld and learners are
openly prescribed during a scenario briefing to perform
certain actions (e.g. “In this scenario, implement the
SBAR (Situation/Background/Assessment/Recommenda-
tion) communication tool when your colleague arrives to
see the patient”).
Immediately after the simulation activity, various as-

pects can be explored with learners during the debriefing
or feedback session which is an important phase that
should not be dissociated from any SBE activity [13, 20,
21]. Although under-reported in the simulation litera-
ture, the learners’ potential feeling of deception is some-
thing they may indirectly report during the reaction
phase of the debriefing. It may be due to an aspect that
may not have been satisfactorily explained during the
pre-briefing phase and the establishment of the fiction
contract [22, 23]. The debriefing is the ultimate phase
when concerns of deception expressed by learners can
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be sensibly discussed and trust can be re-established
[19]. An important aspect also contributing to reassuring
learners and enhancing their self-efficacy is to highlight
the good elements of their performance and encourage
existing good practices [24], showing them that educa-
tors are genuinely not focusing only on their skills defi-
ciencies and knowledge gaps. This raises the important
point that educators need to acquire the required com-
petencies so SBE can be used as an effective educational
approach [25, 26].
The goal of this debate article is to present a different

perspective using a simulation fidelity model with four
elements illustrating the gap with reality and an aspect
of deception which inherently exists in almost all SBE
activities.

Definition of deception in simulation
Origins of deception
Deception generally refers to the act of concealing infor-
mation or misinforming others to mislead them [27],
but in the SBE context, it is often related to the exist-
ence of ex-reality gaps. This may cause learners to
emerge from the simulation with a negative feeling of
deception that may be more or less well founded. Three
main reasons can be identified:

! It may be due to a misunderstanding of the
educational model and its context because of a
perceived insufficient pre-briefing or preparation of
the learners for the activity, which can be intentional
or unintentional.

! It could be related to the discovery of an unexpected
content aspect during an activity such as an altered
piece of equipment or a confederate triggering an
event or a reaction from the scenario participants,
or the acute and unrealistic deterioration of the
patient’s condition.

! Finally, it could be caused by the absence of
immediate consent between the learners and the
educator(s) for being immersed in the learning
process, for example, in the case of an in situ
unannounced simulation exercise or simulated
patient (SP) encounter designed on purpose to
surprise learners within their working environment
[28, 29].

Although “deception” has generally a negative conno-
tation, in the SBE context for a subset of scenarios, the
concealment or alteration of information or equipment
is primarily used by educators to not reveal the precise
scenario objectives [19]. It may also be used to “make
learners believe” by enabling them to make some as-
sumptions regarding aspects of the simulation so they
can more naturally suspend disbelief while engaging in

the activity. The use of deception for the benefit of the
learners’ development is part of the art of simulation
and has been referred to as “benevolent deception” [30].
Some form of deception due to information being con-
cealed from learners by the educators during the simula-
tion activity pre-briefing is generally intentional and
justifiable, especially if it pushes learners to exercise crit-
ical thinking during the activity [18].

Types of deceptions
Make learners believe
Simulation educators are aware of the limits of the en-
tities used to represent the patient and its environment.
Together, these elements form the “simulation model”.
Nevertheless, simulation educators often attempt to
reach a high level of realism to help learners suspend
disbelief. Most of the technical “make believe” elements
of the simulation model do not need to be divulged to
learners as it would not benefit their learning experience
and it bears no ethical concerns. Learners are simply left
to form their own assumptions to bridge the simulation-
reality gap. For example, the “real” physical, physio-
logical, or pharmacological processes portrayed by the
“patient” throughout a scenario might be discussed dur-
ing the debriefing whereas how it was technically con-
trolled and simulated will not be revealed as it does not
matter.

Transparency
SBE generally tries to reproduce a realistic situation
whereby learners are not informed in advance of the fu-
ture development of a situation that can impact how the
team functions, unless the intended learning objectives
are focused on learners demonstrating specific skills (i.e.
“Shows how” of Miller’s pyramid) [10]. During the pre-
briefing, educators aim to explain the process of the
simulation session from an educational point of view;
however, some specific elements are generally not dis-
closed. Complete disclosure of the functioning of the
model, which includes all the steps within an SBE activ-
ity such as findings during an intervention on a surgical
simulator, interactions between simulated participants/
patients/relatives or with supplemental team members
(i.e. confederates), and the facilitators generally orches-
trating everything from a control room, would represent
transparency. However, revealing the full contents of an
SBE activity for the sake of transparency may have lim-
ited educational value as it will influence the learners’
decisions and actions.

Lack of learner engagement and perceived realism
A lack of perceived realism sometimes makes it difficult
for learners to immerse themselves and react as if they
were dealing with a real situation. This difficulty in
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suspending disbelief may be triggered by a number of el-
ements related to the “simulation model”, the ex-reality,
or by the learners themselves due to their attitude [16],
level of experience, or preferred learning style. To pro-
mote a positive learning engagement, learners need to
accept the simulation model as an experiential learning
modality despite its limitations, which can be addressed
during the pre-briefing or orientation phase [11]. A posi-
tive attitude is key to the learners’ engagement and them
achieving the SBE activities’ educational objectives.

Ethics of deception
Deception is sometimes used in an ethical manner in
low-risk research settings [31], and so can it in an educa-
tional context.
We propose that a degree of deception in SBE is gen-

erally ethically appropriate because:

1. It is underpinned by the fiction contract and the
learners’ consent about SBE placing them in a
realistic situation.

2. The ultimate goal is beneficence, as learners will
learn from the experience and improve their
performance in future similar unexpected situations
and as long as it is done while ensuring their
psychological safety.

3. The use of good-judgement debriefing will make
debriefing benevolent, non-offensive, and pertinent
to provide a discursive analysis of the situation pre-
venting learners from still potentially feeling de-
ceived after the simulation, but instead make them
understand and accept the reason for any form of
deception [32].

Determinants of deception
Several factors will determine the level and form of de-
ception that may need to be used.

Learners’ level of experience
As for any educational activity, knowing the target audi-
ence is a critical element to take into account in the
planning phase [33, 34]. It refers not only to the level of
the learners, for example, in which year of study or in-
ternship they are, but also to their previous SBE experi-
ence [11]. In healthcare education, the target audience is
ultimately all adult learners with an intrinsic interest and
motivation to learn, with varied individual learning pref-
erences, as well as previously acquired knowledge and
experience that will impact their way of thinking and
performing. They are some of the key principles of
andragogy, more commonly known as adult learning
[35].
Consequently, the level of complexity and of fidelity or

realism of the simulation will need to be modulated

based on their needs, their previous experience, and the
learning outcomes they will have to demonstrate [12,
36]. For example, consider two learners of the same clin-
ical experience level attending the same simulation ses-
sion. The one who has no previous SBE experience
should preferably be asked to take part in the second
scenario or be given a slightly less challenging scenario.
It is important to consider this initial SBE experience as
their “baptism by fire” in the SBE world. The successful
management of a simulated clinical case will inevitably
increase their self-confidence. On the contrary, starting
with a very challenging scenario for learners novice to
SBE can lead to strong reactions, misunderstanding of
what simulation is about, and a difficult debriefing [22].
Making it “easier” for learners in terms of patient assess-
ment and decision-making allows them to gain self-
confidence with the educational process, like in rapid
cycle deliberate practice [13], before they are exposed to
more complex scenarios. If making it easier implies
making it less realistic, it would have potentially negative
learning implications for junior learners as they may
consider at face value what they are experiencing.
Although more experienced learners generally perform

better when there is a higher level of realism [37], they
may have the best ability to suspend disbelief and bridge
fidelity gaps caused by the limitations of the simulation
process or technology. It could hence be argued that it is
the least experienced learners who require the highest
level of realism, as it is on the basis of the activity that
they will develop their competencies or form their “pri-
mary frames” [12]. Again this needs to be adjusted ac-
cording to the learning objectives and the learners’ level
of experience [36], as making the simulation too realistic
could overwhelm their senses and defeat all educational
intents [38]. It is recommended that for SBE to be effect-
ive, only essential aspects in the “circle of focus” need to
replicate reality [39]. The “circle of focus” refers to key
aspects, mostly physical, on which learners will need to
be concentrating to be fully immersed in the activity. A
higher level of realism is often required for these aspects
especially if learners have limited experience and they
are of high significance to the learning outcomes, such
as the recognition of certain pathologies or the practice
of a precise surgical procedure. When things are not
quite as in the real world, whether it is in appearance,
feel, complexity, or from a time, team interaction, or lo-
gistical aspect, learners should be informed so their fu-
ture expectations of real-life similar situations can be
managed accordingly. This will contribute to them not
feeling deceived by the learning experience upon which
their confidence and skills will be built [7]. The adequate
adjustment of the above elements and the level of trans-
parency of the information provided or concealed can
promote the transference of learning from the
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simulation context to real clinical practice. It can be said
that the SBE opportunities facilitated by educators for
learners include multidimensional aspects of validity and
reliability, directly linked to the key aspects of “realism”
or “fidelity”.

Relation of fidelity to validity and reliability of what
educators recreate for learners
Validity
As much of what happens in simulation relies on a
staged initial situation which needs to be carefully con-
sidered to help learners suspend disbelief [16, 18]. Con-
tent and face validity are important concepts that can
influence learners’ decision-making processes and inter-
ventions during SBE activities. For example, cues lead
learners to making a diagnosis of the patient or situation
and take appropriate corrective actions [40]. To ensure
learners benefit from a high-quality educational experi-
ence with valid scenarios, key steps with expert input
need to be followed [18, 33, 40]. How scenarios are
eventually facilitated to promote the learner’s immersion
into the activity is more or less dependent on their num-
ber, level of experience, and the technology used. If the
environment, scenario, patient representation, and
learners’ involvement are highly realistic because it is
adapted to their level of experience, the atmosphere for
a highly immersive simulation experience can be
achieved. Moreover, these requirements commonly asso-
ciated with the notion of “high-fidelity” sometimes seem
mandatory to get the highest performance from experts
[37] (who yet have the best ability to fill fidelity gaps),
but not from beginners or novice learners, for whom it
is said that a less “intense” or lower fidelity usually
makes it better [41].

Reliability
Similarly, reliability is another important aspect as it
may be necessary to expose successive groups or individ-
ual learners to a very similar learning experience (but
not necessarily exactly to the same scenario as the same
learning goals can often be achieved in different ways for
different learners) to ensure they have an equal oppor-
tunity to gain knowledge and skills and demonstrate spe-
cific learning outcomes or for the fairness of high-stake
examinations. This relies on the consistent use of a par-
ticular approach, technology, detailed scripting of key
scenario aspects and set up, level of difficulty, and inter-
ventions from simulated participants (e.g. confederates,
SP, relatives) [42]. The variability in learners’ potential
decisions and actions to a specific situation always needs
to be pre-empted through corrective interventions [43].
This needs to be combined with the careful and detailed
scripting and piloting of scenarios to enhance their reli-
ability [18].

Dividing simulation fidelity into 4 elements
A multitude of frameworks with varying numbers of di-
mensions or elements have been proposed to describe
simulation fidelity in healthcare education [44]. Much of
the initial work describing the key simulation elements
was derived from the aviation industry with models con-
centrating on the environment, equipment, and psycho-
logical fidelity [45, 46]. Other models relate to the
physical, psychological, and conceptual fidelity, and this
shows that it is a multifaceted concept which is still
evolving [44]. Many of the elements can be perceived as
overlapping depending on how they are interpreted and
from what perspective they are considered. Upon further
reflection, the triangular model of simulation fidelity
presented by Kyaw Tun et al., to which we contributed,
is arguably missing a critical element that relates to the
level or type of engagement of the learners [30]. The
three dimensions included describing the level of fidelity
of the patient representation, the healthcare facility, and
the scenario. They are supplemented by an outer circle
illustrating the element(s) of deception often used to
make learning objectives emerge or to bridge the gap to
help increase the level of realism of what the learners
are experiencing. These three dimensions are respect-
ively comparable to the physical (patient, equipment,
and environment) and conceptual (scenario realism) di-
mensions of Paige et al.’s fidelity matrix [44], while the
psychological dimension (described by Rehmann and
Beaubien previously [45, 46]) encompasses the missing
element. It is said that the psychological dimension re-
groups the semantical and phenomenal elements, which
are respectively related to events and information about
the scenario, and how learners experience and engage in
the activity [12].
Therefore, this different perspective on the concept of

simulation fidelity proposes a model applicable to each
simulation-based activity with four key elements which
are the environmental, patient, semantical, and phenom-
enal dimensions. Each can have its own level of actual fi-
delity and can be supplemented by some level of
deception, and the total sum of which constitutes the
SBE activity (Fig. 1).

Presentation of the model and its elements
The proposed model highlights the multifaceted aspect
of SBE and is meant to help educators realize the im-
portance of each element in relation to the activity’s
intended learning objectives. Both the pre-briefing and
debriefing that surround the SBE activity are directly af-
fected by the choices made in designing it in terms of
bridging the fidelity gaps as required and ensuring the
expected transfer of learning to real clinical practice.
The higher the level of fidelity and deception for any of
the elements, the closer to reality is the simulation.
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Figure 1 illustrates with its arrows that a different level
of fidelity or deception can be used in any of the ele-
ments to reach the required level of realism and meet
the intended learning objectives.

The environmental element
This element deals with the facility and equipment used
during the simulation. It is one of the aspects of physical
realism [12].

The training venue
Patient care occurs in a variety of settings, all of which
cannot necessarily be exactly reproduced for training
purposes due to logistical, safety, or financial constraints
(e.g. a busy highway, a collapsed building, a flying heli-
copter…). This is an aspect of “ex-reality” that learners
and educators sometimes have to accept. In some situa-
tions, when a gap between the simulation setting and
the real clinical world would be too detrimental to the
learning objectives, the activity may have to take place in
situ, providing a high level of environmental realism. Im-
portant aspects of the real setting may be linked to the
presence of unique pieces of equipment or the size or
configuration of the space [47]. However, if some of
these aspects are only peripheral to the learning experi-
ence, equipment or other cues can be replaced by pop-
up banners (e.g. motorway traffic, construction site, col-
lapsed building…) or audio recordings of the real setting
can be used as background noise (e.g. fire alarm in a
building, traffic noise of passing vehicles…) to help
learners immerse themselves into the simulated environ-
ment [48].

Manipulating elements of the environment
Many important lessons can be learnt from system or
technical failures due to an unfortunate alignment of cir-
cumstances [49]. With appropriate planning, such situa-
tions can be recreated for learners to benefit from such
experiences [50]. It relies on an element of deception as

learners should only be briefed on what they need to
know, as was the case at the time of the real incident. It
may rely on the particular positioning or intentional al-
teration of a piece of equipment or furniture around the
room or being able to cause an equipment malfunction
during a patient care episode for the team to demon-
strate troubleshooting skills. The latter may require
some more or less sophisticated technical manipulation
of the device involved so the fault can be remotely trig-
gered by the simulation team when required.

The patient element
This element deals with the patient or part of a patient’s
good or poor representation, the modality adopted (e.g.
a full-body patient simulator or an organ on a virtual
reality (VR) surgical simulator). It is also an aspect of
physical realism [12]. Deception may occur unintention-
ally due to technological limitations (a mannequin with
disproportionate physical features, a part-task trainer
not rendering the appropriate feeling when performing a
procedure on it, a VR simulator not providing the cor-
rect haptic feedback, or making a task more difficult or
easier than it is normally), or on the contrary, it may be
intentional for the safeguard of SPs using physical ad-
juncts to provide important diagnostic or visual cues or
with the patient adhering to a script prompting them to
lie or hide key information until adequately explored by
learners. It is done in a benevolent manner to challenge
learners and help them gain experience. Another aspect
relates to educators controlling the simulator’s response
to treatment provided by learners which is not automat-
ically triggered and hence may be subjective. Deception
can help bridge the reality gap so the learners can sus-
pend disbelief more easily and treat the patient more
realistically [16].

Emulating data
For any type of scenario, physiological data for the pa-
tient simulator can easily be emulated so it does not

Fig. 1 Representation of the simulation fidelity elements with their respective degree of realism and potential deception
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have to rely on actual sensors taking measurements,
whether they are physical, physiological, chemical, or
biological. Wires connected to probes or electrodes are
sometimes a form of deception for the learners as they
simply constitute a visual cue to illustrate that monitor-
ing is applied, but they actually often do not capture or
transmit any signal. The control device can generally
mimic all the monitoring data required on a display for
the simulated clinical situation. The probes might be to-
tally passive or inactive, or they may simply pass a signal
so the system senses this particular monitoring device
has been applied and that the corresponding trace can
be made visible on the emulated physiological monitor.
For more realism, this emulated data can even be dis-
played on a real medical device by using a special inter-
face (e.g. VitalsBridge, Laerdal®) that transfers
programmed data from the control box to any patient
monitor. An even simpler approach is the use of a paired
tablet-based application whereby one device controls the
information to be displayed on another device while still
allowing the user of that secondary device some control
over what gets displayed and the alarm settings. Exam-
ples include commercial (iSimulate ALSi® patient moni-
tor system) and free downloadable applications which
can be used with any type of mannequin or simulated
patients [51, 52], and an extracorporeal membrane oxy-
genation (ECMO) simulator instructor application that
controls the values of displayed parameters on a user
console as well as other features of the simulator [53,
54]. The latter example provides a number of readings
that normally rely on various types of sensors such as
bubble detectors, pressure transducers, and flow metres,
but none of these is required to function for real in the
simulation as all the data can be remotely generated and
controlled by the instructor who can create various sce-
narios for the learners who are led to believe these
values are related to the physical ECMO circuit. The
realism achieved by sounding alarms and numbers dis-
played on the screens according to the evolution of the
scenario contributes to the learners’ immersion into the
simulation.

Simulating mechanical, visual, or physical features and cues
Many aspects of patient simulators function in a totally
different manner than on human beings. Despite con-
tinuous technological advances, most high technology
patient simulators’ features deceive learners in making
them believe they are observing cues that function in the
same way as on human beings. One could consider it as
persistent—although decreasing with technological de-
velopments—lack in face validity. Patient simulators
often have central or peripheral pulses synchronized
with their heart sounds and a strength proportional with
the programmed blood pressure. Learners are led to

believe that the patient simulator has some form of a cir-
culatory system similar to a real human being. This fea-
ture might be achieved using a solenoid moving up and
down because of modulated current impulses synchro-
nized with the heart sound which is an audio sound cor-
responding to the selected heart condition and
electrocardiogram rhythm played through one or more
small speakers placed inside the mannequin’s torso. A
common limitation for heart, lungs, and bowel sounds is
that the auscultation sounds can only be heard clearly
when the stethoscope is placed over very specific loca-
tions (i.e. on the speakers) on the patient simulator,
which is not a true representation of what would be ex-
perienced on a human being.
If we now consider the appearance or visual aspects of

a patient simulator, it can be technically challenging to
realistically simulate a progressive cyanosis or hypox-
emia. It is usually achieved by lighting up blue light-
emitting diodes inside its skin, giving the impression it
has blue lipstick or skin marks. This cue is meant to be
interpreted by learners as cyanosis, but it does not re-
flect “real cyanosis” that can be mild or intense, covering
all the teguments or only part of them like lips or fingers
and toes. Confusion can be created among learners, be-
cause cyanosis due to circulatory causes should be
present more distally than simply on the lips. Such cue
may sometimes be taken with a touch of humour if the
learners have not been made aware of such feature dur-
ing the patient simulator familiarization period. Consid-
ering an extracorporeal life support (ECLS) scenario, it
is difficult to realistically and safely simulate the colour
difference between oxygenated and deoxygenated blood
without using real blood. The thermochromic properties
of a special fluid can be used to make learners believe
that the colour change is achieved via actual oxygenation
of the “blood” [55]. The benevolent deception is that
learners will never need to know otherwise as this can
be considered a “trick of the trade”. Many other aspects
of ECLS simulation are also purposefully deceiving
learners and it might be achieved in a more or less con-
cealed manner but it should ultimately aim to minimize
the risk of confusion or negative learning [56]. Poor
simulation fidelity may adversely affect real clinical prac-
tice if learners become accustomed to react to unrealistic
cues or to perpetually ignore visible unconventional cir-
cuit alterations [10, 56–58]. In such situations, transpar-
ency of the deception as a simulation limitation is
required. Developing some form of automaticity based
on the recognition of cues that act as behavioural trig-
gers can be an important part of learning, but these cues
need to be valid to ensure adequate skills and knowledge
transference to real patient care. The latter point is espe-
cially important as memory retrieval and pattern recog-
nition with learners’ educational experience eventually
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play an important role in their decision-making and ac-
tion initiation in clinical practice [59].

The semantical element
This element relates to the SBE activity with reference
to all aspects of clinical reality [12]. Deception may be
used in different ways for the learning objectives to be
addressed by intentionally filling in or creating fidelity
gaps based on the pre-briefing or briefing information
provided by the educators. It may also be achieved based
on how the simulator or simulated participant(s) make
the simulation evolve in response to the learners’ actions
or to force them to take some form of action, how
slowly or fast the situation evolves, but also in relation
to allowing or not the patient to die during a scenario.
Such elements of deception with an intent to address as-
pects of human factors need to eventually be revealed to
learners during the debriefing so they can understand
why it was done and its relevance to the learning experi-
ence [27, 31].

Revealing the educators’ intention to the learners
The pre-briefing given at the very start of a simulation
session needs to be bespoke to the learners with respect
to their level of clinical experience and familiarity with
SBE, as it clarifies aspects of the simulation model used
[60, 61]. .If death of the patient simulator might occur
during a scenario, it may need to be declared during the
pre-briefing so learners can be prepared for such eventu-
ality [62, 63]. It may also be appropriate to broadly warn
learners that scenarios may be challenging for a reason
that they will not anticipate, to test their decision-
making and critical thinking skills.

Interventions from confederates and other simulated
participants or patients
Embedded scenario participants (e.g. confederates or
simulated relatives) sometimes play an important role in
purposefully triggering events within a scenario [42].
They may be providing key information at a precise
point in time to force learners to demonstrate specific
learning outcomes or adjust their course of action.
These inputs may be referred to as “scenario life savers”
when they are used to bring a scenario or the learners
“back on track” [43], but they can also be used to pur-
posefully misdirect learners who are then expected to re-
vert the situation. As such, inaccurate information may
be intentionally given to learners at the onset of a sce-
nario (e.g. wrong diagnosis). Such interventions are usu-
ally pre-planned and documented in a scenario template
[18]. For example, a critical action of a confederate could
be to pretend to “accidentally” extubate or decannulate
the patient, or draw the wrong medication to force
learners to intervene by appropriately challenging their

colleague and hence correct the situation. Another pos-
sibility could be to embed a slightly oppressive confeder-
ate senior nurse asking learners to establish peripheral
venous access when intraosseous access is actually rec-
ommended (e.g. a child in hypovolemic shock). The in-
tent of the educators could be to assess the learners’
ability to recognize the criticality of the situation and the
time they spend challenging the senior nurse’s instruc-
tion. These types of intentional errors or behaviours are
a form of deception as confederates are generally seen as
being present to assist and sometimes guide learners
during the scenario rather than to trigger a critical situ-
ation [42].
These actions can lead to a strong feeling of having

been tricked and a moral suffering linked to the Milgram
effect can appear [64]. Such interventions involving con-
federates can set the scene for a difficult debriefing if
not presented adequately during the simulation session
pre-briefing in the realm of situational awareness, team-
work, leadership, followership, and communication. De-
ception in the form of an acted role can be associated
with some feeling of anger from the learners during the
debriefing reaction phase against the authoritative per-
son embodying hierarchy in the scenario. Discussing
these aspects by exploring what happened is especially
important when learners had difficulties resolving a situ-
ation purposefully caused by a hierarchical tension. It
will help explain the behaviour and actions of the con-
federate in making specific learning objectives emerge.
At the very latest, if the aspect of deception does not
emerge during the debriefing reaction phase, it should
be discussed during the analytical phase [13] in a very
tactful manner to ensure their psychological safety [62,
65], justifying the approach used so the educators re-
main trusted by the learners and so they maintain faith
in the educational technique adopted. It is hence
strongly advised that educators receive some formal
training in relation to SBE and debriefing [20, 62].

Time modulation
Another aspect to consider in relation to learner decep-
tion concerns the purposeful flexibility of time during
simulation activities, whereby the patient deterioration
or recovery phase can be slowed down or accelerated to
make it easier for learners in order not to damage their
confidence or to save time. This can be described as a
“modulation” feature [12]. This technique may be used
to avoid ending the scenario on a negative note or to
speed up the effect of a drug or other intervention.
When this technique is used, it should be discussed with
learners during the debriefing so their expectation can
be managed when it comes to future similar real-life sit-
uations. Another potential situation when learners may
feel deceived can occur when there is no or minimal
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recovery of the patient despite their numerous appropri-
ate actions. Learners may feel they are being tricked or
teased by the simulation team controlling the scenario
[66]. Their feelings should be explored during the
debriefing so the rationale for such action can be
explained.

Allowing scenarios to end on a negative note or not
Allowing the patient to die or not based on the learners’
performance is an important element from a learning
point of view as well as from an aspect of realism, be-
cause it has implications on the learners’ “psyche” [65].
This possibility should be pre-empted and addressed as
part of the simulation pre-briefing [18, 63]. A scenario
ending with the patient simulator having died despite all
the learners’ best efforts is often not an eventuality that
they have in mind. Such situation can be emotional for
learners and is a topic which has been debated [63]. It
has ethical and psychological implications, and opposing
positions on the aspect of deception. Learners could feel
deceived that they were not adequately supported in
their attempts to revive a deteriorating patient, but on
the other hand, one could argue that always allowing the
patient to survive is also a form of deception in relation
to real life. Nevertheless, an appropriate teaching value
seems to link survival of the patient simulator to
learners’ performance, i.e. a good performance would
allow the patient to survive and in the opposite case, a
poor performance would lead to the detrimental status
and death of the patient [17]. It has been reported that
doing this improves learners’ subsequent non-technical
performance during other scenarios [67]. Ultimately,
death is a situation that clinicians have to face despite
their best possible patient resuscitation efforts and may
be unexpected, so simulation can be used to provide that
experience [63]. Reflecting real-life, sometimes it should
probably be done when learners are not really expecting
it, following a good performance, so as not to lead them
to believe that all good performances result in a positive
patient outcome. Learners should be informed during
the simulation session pre-briefing that patient death
may be the outcome of any scenario, irrespective of their
actions. However, this should be done with caution and
taking into consideration their level of experience [63].
More junior learners are particularly more in need of be-
ing notified and that it can be part of the learning objec-
tives, than much more experienced learners who have
already faced such situation in real life [65]. It should be
followed by a thorough debriefing including all learners
involved and addressing the patient outcome.

The phenomenal element
This aspect relates to “emotions, beliefs, and self-aware
cognitive states of rational thought that people directly

experience while in a situation” [12] (p.185). In this
model, we consider it as the participants’ level of engage-
ment and how they live the SBE activity, in their capacity
either as healthcare providers or as learners benefitting
or not from some form of guidance. It is an aspect of
psychological fidelity [12]. That level of engagement is
generally based on the briefing they receive just before
or during the activity itself and how the educator “inter-
feres” with the learners’ actions. The aspect of deception
arises, for example, if the learners are not informed they
are taking part in a SBE activity such as when un-
announced SPs are embedded into the regular clinic
schedule or hospital ward and act as real patients un-
knowingly to the clinical team [30]. It is an in situ simu-
lation aiming to reach the highest level of realism as
there might be no pre-notification. The goal of using un-
announced SPs is to gain an authentic assessment of a
clinician’s performance as they remain unaware that the
patient is simulated [68]. However, the clinician in-
volved may feel betrayed once they learn they have
been subjected to an unannounced SP encounter, be-
cause they did not know at the time and could argue
that they did not consent to it at the present time (al-
though they may have given consent months earlier,
potentially as part of their training or employment
contractual agreement). Although very deceiving for
the clinicians involved, the use of unannounced SPs is
interesting to “test” clinicians in their real professional
context, to see how they respond to a standardized
case. It provides a different perspective of the care re-
ceived by patients and points the way to “corrective
actions” [69]. Firstly, it has been used in the late 1980s
to test emergency departments’ response to paediatric
code, then to assess sexually transmitted disease pre-
vention practices [70], observe clinicians’ basic pa-
tient’s assessment skills, classification of asthma
severity [71], monitor telephone triage of emergency
calls, and is now commonly used, with different fre-
quency in medical institutions, to assess teams and
system responses [72]. It can be considered as a qual-
ity control procedure or quality insurance policy of
health systems, ensuring a total level of psychological
engagement of the clinicians but is also the highest
possible level of deception to reach absolute fidelity of
the clinician/patient encounter. Despite the value of
this type of quality assurance procedure for a system
(outpatient clinic, operating room, unit…), it neverthe-
less generates a tension between benevolence for the
system versus benevolence for the learner. Its use
should be properly regulated at an institutional level
and the deception of the clinicians involved could be
assessed during the debriefing reaction phase using a
visual Likert scale accompanied by the rational for its
use [73].
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Examples
Example 1
Let us consider the following scenario-based simulation
activity as an example:

! In situ intensive care setting (high environmental
fidelity) with mostly real clinical equipment and
some realistically emulated with remotely controlled
parameters able to provide a very realistic
perception of the situation (moderate level of
deception)

! With an interactive computer-controlled patient
simulator (moderate level of patient fidelity due to
feel and look clearly distinctive from a real human
being) on ECLS with a thermochromic fluid simulat-
ing the appropriate access and return blood colour
change (high level of deception)

! A clinical presentation which suddenly changes due
to the scripted action of a confederate pulling out
the return cannulae (high level of deception, as done
in a potentially realistic manner), but a very
conservative and slow deterioration of the patient
condition (low to moderate level of semantical
fidelity) to enable learners to control the situation

! Involves a team of new ECLS clinicians who are
guided step by step by an instructor in their
management of the situation (low phenomenal
fidelity, no deception)

The tabular representation of this SBE activity is
shown in Fig. 2. It depicts an overall realistic situation
but does not fully immerse the participants due to the
way it is facilitated with guidance from an instructor and
slowed down from a time and patient deterioration per-
spective. It can be an appropriate approach to use if the
learning objective is to illustrate and explain step by step
the role and actions expected of each team member.
Doing this activity in situ is also a key element as partici-
pants learn to work with the resources at hand in that
clinical setting which can be limited in space but where
additional help might be readily available if an

emergency situation arises. In this case, debriefing
should take into account the expected high level of ben-
evolent deception due to the phenomenal element mak-
ing the simulation quite unrealistic from the learners’
engagement perspective.

Example 2
Let us consider this other situation represented in Fig. 3.

! The scenario is enacted outdoor in a quiet car park
which learners need to consider as a rural road
where a road traffic collision took place between a
car and a fixed object (moderate level of
environmental fidelity as although the area is
covered with tarmac, the configuration of the space
and lack of traffic do not represent the expected
setting) and all the equipment at their disposal is
real except for a stethoscope that unknowingly to
them plays remotely selectable auscultation sounds
(moderate level of deception as learners will know
they are using a special stethoscope) [74].

! Make-up has been professionally applied to the
chest of a trained SP to show mild signs of
contusion and a bleeding nose (high level of patient
fidelity), and the patient will discreetly control the
sounds of basal crackles played by the stethoscope
upon auscultation (moderate level of deception).

! The patient is haemodynamically stable and all
physiological parameters remain normal (high level
of semantical fidelity), but what is displayed on the
patient monitor are actually emulated physiological
parameters remotely controlled by the facilitator
(moderate level of deception as learners will know
the data is not coming from the SP).

! The learners are an experienced team of paramedics
who are aware they are about to take part in an
immersive scenario-based simulation activity with-
out any guidance (high phenomenal fidelity, no
deception).

Fig. 2 Tabular representation of the presented hypothetical ECLS in situ simulation-based activity
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This example presents a different profile of fidelity in
the different elements which can be justified for several
reasons: The physical assessment and extrication of a
real human being from a vehicle is more realistic than
when a mannequin is used, from a physical, communica-
tion, and emotional point of view; however, it requires a
different type of preparation in terms of moulaging. In
addition, the SP needs to learn and understand their
script to act appropriately. It may involve the use of an
earpiece so they can receive updated acting instructions
from the scenario director. The selection of a slightly
different environment can be made for practical reasons
without too much affecting the learning experience as
long as learners are clearly briefed about which environ-
ment they should consider being working in and take
the corresponding safety measures. In this case, if decep-
tion occurs, it is unintentional, as it is related to the
ex vivo and/or ex-reality environmental misunderstand-
ing and not to a particular educational objective.
Considering a different context and approach, the ex-

amples presented illustrate that the levels of fidelity and
their corresponding potential degree of deception can be
modulated and vary greatly between SBE activities. This
can be done in order to address different learning objec-
tives and focus on the degree of realism where it is re-
quired rather than everywhere, which could be
distractive or an inefficient use of resources or time.

Conclusion
SBE is often used for learners to become more proficient
in handling real-life situations. For this reason, some
level of realism is required to ensure appropriate assimi-
lation of skills and knowledge and transference of learn-
ing to real clinical practice. Some form of learner
deception is often used on purpose in SBE to help recre-
ate representations of expected real-life features with the
required degree of fidelity, but it needs to be used with
beneficence and caution in order not to confuse, mis-
guide, or even offend learners. For simulation to remain
a well-perceived educational approach, it is sometimes
necessary to discuss with learners the rationale for the

use of benevolent deception as a means to achieving spe-
cific learning objectives. It means that deception can
have a positive value for educating healthcare learners
and providers. Nevertheless, in such cases, the possibility
of deception should be presented during the pre-
briefing. Furthermore, any learner’s reaction to decep-
tion should be discussed and its reasons should be
clearly explained during the debriefing phase to re-
establish or maintain the trust placed by learners in SBE
and the educators. We presented a model to help educa-
tors understand the various elements where fidelity and
deception can be adjusted according to the educational
requirements of the learners and the type of activity and
learning objectives that are being addressed.
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Abstract

In simulation-based education, there is growing interest in the effects of emotions on learning from simulation
sessions. The perception that emotions have an important impact on performance and learning is supported by the
literature. Emotions are pervasive: at any given moment, individuals are in one emotional state or another.
Emotions are also powerful: they guide ongoing cognitive processes in order to direct attention, memory and
judgment towards addressing the stimulus that triggers the emotion. This occurs in a predictable way. The purpose
of this paper is to present a narrative overview of the research on emotions, cognitive processes and learning, in
order to inform the simulation community of the potential role of emotions during simulation-based education.
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Our beliefs as simulation educators
In simulation-based education, there is growing interest
in the effects of emotions on learning during simulation
sessions. Simulation educators firmly believe that active
participation in a simulation scenario is more engaging
than passively attending a lecture. Citing Russell’s cir-
cumplex model of emotions, many educators believe
that emotional engagement and emotional realism in a
scenario are important for buy-in, which in turn pro-
motes learning [1]. The belief is that having activated
learners, regardless of whether that activation is positive
or negative, will lead to better learning. Some believe
that there is a “sweet spot” of emotion for learning,
where too little is not engaging enough, but too much is
overwhelming [2].
Others argue that one particular emotional response—

stress—helps with memory retention and therefore
should translate into greater learning. The idea is that if
information is encoded while in a stressed state, learners
will be better able to consolidate this information in

memory and to retrieve it later under similar circum-
stances [3]. In contrast, others argue that too much anx-
iety creates unsafe learning environments and that it
impairs what is recalled and learned from these environ-
ments [4, 5].
Anecdotally, others advocate for evoking strong emo-

tions at the simulation center so that trainees can prac-
tice functioning at that level, as a form of stress
exposure. At a later date, when facing similar stress in
real clinical situations, learners will be better prepared to
deal with them.
Much of these beliefs are based on personal experiences

as learners and teachers, but only variably based on evi-
dence from research. The purpose of this paper is to
present a narrative overview of the research on the interplay
between emotions and the cognitive processes underpin-
ning learning, in order to inform the community of the po-
tential role of emotions during simulation-based education.
Although simulation researchers have begun to explore the
effects of emotions on learning and performance, the simu-
lation literature is relatively sparse on this topic. As such,
this review is primarily based on pertinent work from the
domains of neuroscience and cognitive sciences, supple-
mented by findings from the field of simulation. For more
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thorough reviews of the domain of emotions, and how they
relate to health professions education, readers are directed
to recent reviews [6–9].

What are emotions?
Emotions are complex processes with many components
[10]: the conscious experience (e.g., feeling happy); facial,
vocal, and postural expressions (e.g., smiling, upright
posture); and physiological responses (e.g., increased
heart rate and respiration rate), as well as motivation/be-
havioral intentions (e.g., strong desire to attend to a situ-
ation). Emotions are evoked in response to individuals’
appraisal of situations in relation to their goals, abilities,
sense of control, and agency [11]. In turn, a given emo-
tion’s motivational and physiological responses serve to
organize behavior, cognition, and physiology in increas-
ingly predictable ways, to rapidly address the situation
[11]. Early models of emotions organized them around
dimensions, such as valence (positive vs negative),
arousal level (high vs low), motivational direction (avoid-
ance vs approach), or combinations of these dimensions
(circumplex model) [6]. According to these dimensional
models, all emotions within a similar dimension (e.g.,
positive emotions, negative high arousal emotions) influ-
ence cognition and behavior in the same way [12, 13].
However, there is increasing support for discrete models
of emotions, which postulate that different emotions
have distinct effects on cognition because of their spe-
cific antecedents and physiology [14, 15, 16, 17]. For ex-
ample, happiness signals satisfaction with one’s
circumstances. It serves as a signal that one can down-
regulate efforts related to a goal, in favor of savoring and
celebrating the moment. This can lead to decreased mo-
tivation to immediately persevere towards one’s goals, as
well as to more cursory processing of information from
one’s surroundings. As for fear, it signals a situation that
is potentially threatening to one’s goal. As such, it moti-
vates caution and avoidance of harm, and its’ physio-
logical response leads to heightened vigilance and
preparation to flee. In this paper, because research on
the effects of emotions has been based on both dimen-
sion and discrete models of emotions, we variably refer
to emotions in their discrete (e.g., anger, anxiety) or di-
mensional (e.g., positive, negative) forms depending on
the cited studies.

What does the literature on emotions tell us?
The perception that emotions have an important impact
on performance and learning is supported by the litera-
ture. Emotions are pervasive: at any given moment, indi-
viduals are in one emotional state or another. Emotions
are also powerful: they guide ongoing cognitive pro-
cesses by directing attention, memory, and judgment to-
wards addressing the stimulus that triggers the emotion.

This occurs in a predictable way, referred to as mood
congruent processing [18]. As described in the sections
that follow, we selectively pay attention to, remember,
and interpret information that is congruent with our
current emotional state, and our emotions influence our
motivation and approaches to learning.

Attention
One process that is essential for learning is attention.
Because our capacity to attend is limited, we cannot
process all of the stimuli that we encounter in our world.
Attention processes are required for us to take notice of
the more pertinent information in our environment, as
well as to recognize objects. In turn, what we attend to
has an important impact on what we extract from the
world, how we experience the world around us, and
what we remember from events [19]. This attentional se-
lection is biased toward mood-congruent stimuli [19].
That is, we preferentially pay attention to information
that is congruent with our current emotional state, par-
ticularly when experiencing negative emotions such as
anxiety [20]. Emotional information is detected and
identified faster, and we are more likely to interpret am-
biguous information in line with our emotional state.
For example, someone in an anxious state, who hears
the word “beat,” is more likely to think of the action of
striking someone than the rhythm of a song. If we ex-
tend this to the simulation environment, a learner who
is anxious about being observed in a simulation session
is more likely to pay attention to the observer’s reactions
than to the details of the scenario. In contrast to nega-
tive emotions that are associated with a narrowing of at-
tention onto stimuli that are congruent with that state,
positive emotions can lead to greater distractibility [21].

Memory
A second process that is essential for learning is mem-
ory. Emotions influence both what we remember from
an event, as well as our ability to recall previous infor-
mation during emotional situations. Memories from
emotional events—particularly negative ones—tend to be
more vivid, long lasting and detailed than memories
from neutral events [22]. This has led to the belief that
memory for emotional events is enhanced and more ac-
curate. However, the impact of emotions is influenced
by the relationship between the emotion and the various
memory processes.
A significant amount of research has been conducted

looking at the relationship between stress/anxiety and
memory [23]. When stress is experienced immediately
before or during encoding (e.g., initial storage of infor-
mation into memory), memory will be enhanced for the
information encountered. In contrast, if the stress occurs
as little as 30 min before encoding new information,
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memory for that new information is subsequently im-
paired. Similarly, if stress is experienced when trying to
retrieve previously learning information, or to update
prior knowledge, then memory is impaired [23]. There-
fore, there is some support for the notion that we re-
member more information from stressful events. During
stressful events though, we are less able to retrieve infor-
mation from memory [23].
An important caveat is that quantity does not equate to

quality. Although emotions experienced at the time of
learning new information can affect how much of that in-
formation we remember, there are some important biases
in the details of those memories. After an emotional event,
individuals are more likely to remember the elements that
were more centrally related to the emotional trigger—in
time, space and concept—than more peripheral informa-
tion [24]. A powerful example of this is the “weapons fo-
cusing” observed during eyewitness testimonies [25].
Victims of crime are less able to recall the details of their
assailant if there was a weapon present, yet they can de-
scribe the weapon in great detail. Because of the threat
from the weapon, it captures their attention and is thus
better remembered. This comes at the expense of details
that are peripheral to the weapon, such as the appearance
of the assailant. During a simulation session, this could
manifest itself as the learner, who is anxious about being
observed, remembering more information about the ob-
server’s reactions at the cost of poorer memory of the de-
tails of the scenario itself.
In addition to the centralization of memory described

above, strong emotions can also be associated with in-
correct reconstruction of the past. Memory is not a true
snapshot of a previous event. Rather, it is partly recon-
structed based on our scripts, which are mental repre-
sentations of what generally happens in a particular type
of situation [25]. For example, if you are asked to re-
member and recount your experience of going for din-
ner at an upscale restaurant several months ago, your
memory will be based both on the specific event that oc-
curred, as well as on your script relating to dining at up-
scale restaurants: you are greeted by a host and shown
to a table; the waitstaff will offer you water, hand you a
menu, and then take your order after giving you time to
look at the options. The bill will be presented at the end
of the meal, you will pay at the table, and gratuities are
generally expected. A significant amount of your
recounting of your dinner experience will not be based
on remembering all the specific elements that occurred.
Rather, your memories are reconstructed because there
was nothing unusual about the event. Therefore, you re-
construct your memory of the dinner based on your
script.
Research shows that when people are exposed to a

highly negative event, their memories tend to rely more

heavily on this reconstructive process. When individuals
were asked to recount what they experienced on Sep-
tember 11, 2001, when airplanes were flown into the
World Trade Centre in New York City, 97% of respon-
dents reported remembering exactly where they were,
what they saw, and what they experienced. However,
73% of the respondents also recalled (incorrectly) that
they saw the first plane striking the towers on the televi-
sion [26]. Their memory of the event was strongly af-
fected by their knowledge of what happened. This
phenomenon has also been shown in the simulation set-
ting with paramedics. Compared to when they com-
pleted a low stress scenario, paramedics were more
likely to recall events that had not occurred after com-
pleting a high stress scenario [27]. Similar effects have
been shown with happiness: People are also more likely
to falsely report information based on their schemas or
general knowledge when feeling happy [28].
Together, the results show that emotions do, in fact,

have strong effects on our ability to recall information.
Following an emotional event, particularly a stressful
one, we recall more details related to the emotional trig-
ger. However, due to attentional narrowing that occurs
with emotions, those memories will have important
biases. In summary, we might be able to remember more
information from emotional situations, but those mem-
ories may be inaccurate and biased.

Cognitive flexibility
Cognitive flexibility and the ability to form associations
between two events or concepts (called associative learn-
ing) are also important components of learning that are
affected by our emotional states. Positive emotions are
associated with greater cognitive flexibility as well as
openness to new information [28, 29]. These two pro-
cesses are critical for learning and solving new problems.
In contrast, negative emotions are associated with
greater perseverance of inaccurate strategies (e.g., fixat-
ing) when trying to solve a problem and decreased abil-
ity to make associations between events (an essential
component of learning).
Positive emotions are also linked with global process-

ing: seeing “the forest for the trees” [28]. In contrast,
people who are feeling sad are more likely to focus on
the details, or local processing, rather than the big pic-
ture [29]. Global processing is linked with a greater abil-
ity to make associations between relevant learning
events. This has implications for simulation sessions, in
which educators aim to close performance gaps by cor-
recting inaccurate learner frames. They strive to do so in
a learner centered manner, by encouraging the learners
to generate different ways of approaching similar prob-
lems and to generalize this to the real clinical setting. In
these situations however, learners in negative emotional
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states may be less able to come up with different ways of
doing things or to consider how the situation would
generalize to the real world setting.

Motivation and learning
Emotions can also have an impact on a learner’s motiv-
ation and efforts towards understanding educational mate-
rials, that is, their preparation, perseverance in the face of
challenges, and strategies towards learning [9, 30]. Positive
emotions, such as enjoying a task, can lead to greater
interest and greater intrinsic motivation to engage in the
task for its own sake [31, 32]. In contrast, negative emo-
tions (e.g., boredom, anxiety, anger) can decrease interest
and intrinsic motivation in a task. However, negative emo-
tions can also increase extrinsic motivation; that is, motiv-
ation to engage in a task as a means to an end [33]. For
example, the fear of performing badly in front of col-
leagues or of harming a patient may result in greater ex-
trinsic motivation, thereby motivating learners to engage
in behavior to enhance their learning. As such, both posi-
tive and negative emotions can enhance motivation to
learn and thus subsequent performance [30]. These effects
may be different for specific emotions. For example, Zhao
[34] observed that fear did not have any significant impact
on motivation to learn but had a direct negative effect on
learning itself. In contrast, guilt and sadness were posi-
tively associated with motivation to learn but had no dir-
ect effects on learning from errors. Another study
suggests that transient shame can lead to greater attention
to feedback [35]. In contrast, deactivating positive emo-
tions, such as relief, can have a detrimental effect on learn-
ing motivation and behaviors [36]. In a study of medical
students’ learning with a virtual patient simulation pro-
gram, relief was negatively associated with attention to
feedback [35].
In the simulation environment then, the emotions ex-

perienced by the learners, as well as their attribution of
the cause, can influence their motivation to learn from a
session. It can also influence their resulting behavior re-
lated to learning. Learners who experience negative
emotions because they feel like they did not know what
to do may be motivated to engage more in the debriefing
and to subsequently read more on the topic. In contrast,
learners who experience negative emotions because they
feel they were tricked by the educator may be less moti-
vated to engage in the debriefing and are unlikely to seek
to learn more on the topic after the session. In this case
then, conceptual realism in simulation likely has an im-
portant impact on the motivational impact of the emo-
tions experienced during the simulation sessions.
In summary, the literature from the neurosciences and

cognitive sciences reveals that emotions play an import-
ant role in our thinking processes and our behaviors
around learning. We are more likely to pay attention to

information related to the cause of our emotions and to
remember more of this information. However, this in-
creased memory for emotional stimuli (particularly
stressful ones) comes at a price. Following stressful situ-
ations, we are less likely to remember information that
was peripheral to the emotion-causing event. As well,
memory for emotional events is more likely to be biased
based on our expectations and habits. Furthermore,
emotions will influence our ability to make associations
between events as well as our ability to demonstrate
flexibility when solving problems. Finally, emotions will
influence our motivation and behaviors related to learn-
ing activities.

Emotions in health professions education
Although there has been limited attention placed on the
role of emotions in learning in health professions educa-
tion, early work shows similar effects as those observed
in other fields. For example, during clinical reasoning,
positive emotions have been linked with a more thor-
ough diagnostic approach, decreased anchoring bias, and
greater cognitive flexibility and creativity, as well as in-
creased transfer of knowledge to new problems [37–39].
There is also preliminary work looking at the effects of

emotions on learning. In one study, DeMaria and col-
leagues observed increased performance on a simulated
Mega Code scenario 6 months after a stressful
simulation-based education session [40]. In contrast,
Fraser and colleagues observed decreased performance
on a toxin-ingestion OSCE 3 months following a stress-
ful simulation-based education session [41]. More con-
flicting results come from McConnell and colleagues,
who observed decreased learning following both a posi-
tive and a negative mood induction (being asked to re-
call either a positive or a negative event from their past),
compared to a neutral condition [42].

Implications for simulation-based education
As simulation educators, our primary goal is to ensure
that our learners attend to and learn from the educa-
tionally salient parts of our teaching session. Thus, the
effects of emotions on learning and problem solving
present the field with an important quandary. On the
one hand, we are tempted to explicitly manipulate our
simulation scenarios to activate emotions, in the hopes
that we can link these emotions with the critical aspects
to be learned, and thus enhance our learners’ memories.
On the other hand, the conflicting data from the litera-
ture and the identified biases can lead others to seek to
reduce the emotional elements of simulations, with con-
cerns that they create more havoc than anything else.
Both tendencies come with important risks. If we expli-
citly attempt to manipulate our learners’ emotions, this
could backfire on us due to their effects on attention,
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memory, cognitive flexibility, and motivation. In the
converse, it would be a fallacy to push emotions aside in
our attempts to focus on the more “rational” cognitive
elements of learning. Emotions are powerful and perva-
sive. Attempts to suppress or avoid emotions are mal-
adaptive coping mechanisms that have been linked with
greater likelihood of developing post-traumatic stress
symptoms as well as poorer physical health [43, 44].
While further research is needed to better understand

the interplay between emotions and our cognitive pro-
cesses, both in the laboratory and in applied settings,
there are some actions that educators can take to ad-
dress emotions during simulation activities:

1. Simulation educators should be thoughtful and
deliberate regarding the emotions triggered in their
activities. In some situations, educators may want to
trigger an emotional reaction in their learners, to
prepare them for the emotional states likely to be
encountered in clinical settings. In these cases, this
should be an explicit objective of a simulation
session. Additionally, exposure alone is not
sufficient for individuals to learn adaptive coping
strategies. Exposure should be supported with
explicit education and practice around adaptive
coping strategies. Educational strategies targeting
emotional regulation are discussed in more details
later in this paper. In these situations, it is
important to keep in mind that in mood
manipulation experiments, individuals do not
always experience the target emotions [45]. As
such, educators should expect that some learners in
the group may respond differently than expected,
and be prepared to adjust accordingly.

2. In simulation sessions where emotional regulation is
not an explicit learning objective, educators should
be cognizant of the various ways that a simulation
session can create unexpected emotional reactions
in learners, as well as how these emotions could
bias the learning that occurs from this session.
Conditions that can inadvertently create emotional
reactions that pull the learners’ attention away from
the learning objectives include the absence of
psychological safety (discussed in more details
below), peripheral challenges that create extraneous
cognitive load [46], levels of challenge that are too
low or too high for the learners’ level of knowledge
and skills [47], learners feeling tricked [48], the
perception of being observed or evaluated,
competing demands on the learners’ time spent in a
simulation session, fear of failure, and exposure to
discourteous behavior [49, 50], as well as emotional
contagion [51] from the facilitator or fellow
learners. As well, the delivery of feedback itself can

evoke unexpected emotional reactions in learners
[52–54]. In turn, this can affect how the learner
receives and processes that feedback [55]. This is
relevant for not only debriefing sessions following
mannequin-based sessions, but also in a skills-based
session where learners are acquiring procedural
skills.

3. Despite the aforementioned advice to limit
extraneous elements that could evoke emotions that
orient the learners’ cognitive processes away from the
learning objectives, we are intimately aware that
emotions are a constituent part of many simulation
sessions. The very strength of simulation is that it
places learners in situations that recreate the
demands and conditions of the real world—in ways
that challenge their knowledge, skills and
attitudes—for the sake of new learning. These are the
very conditions that can provoke emotions. As such:
a. When emotions are likely to be triggered during

a simulation scenario, care should be taken to
ensure that the emotions are linked (in time,
space and concept) with the to-be-learned infor-
mation and that the emotional realism of the
scenarios is high. For example, rather than trig-
gering anxiety through irrelevant peripheral dis-
tractors (i.e., the program director is observing
today), anxiety could be triggered by a rare dis-
ease presentation (i.e., eclampsia), in time-
pressured situations, with high stakes (abnormal
fetal heart rate tracing).

b. Ensure psychological safety during the
simulation activities. During formative learning
sessions, any performative elements should be
removed, and a climate that minimizes fear of
mistakes should be sought. This includes not
only following principles of pre-briefing (i.e.,
learning contract, trust, respect) [56, 57], but
also fostering a broader institutional culture of
learning.

c. Educators should be watchful for strong
emotions in learners and seek to diffuse those
emotions that could negatively affect learning.
In addition to self-reports, individuals manifest
emotions through facial expressions, body lan-
guage and posture, as well as speech (e.g., inton-
ation, pitch, rate, loudness) [10, 58]. These
become particularly interpretable as emotions
become more intense [59]. Although recent de-
velopments in technology have made physio-
logical monitoring more accessible and
attractive to educators, their usefulness for de-
tecting emotions other than stress are limited
[60]. If strong emotions are present and felt to
be detrimental to learning, one strategy that can
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minimize the effects of emotions is to draw atten-
tion to them and label them [61]. Therefore, al-
though there is currently little formal evidence to
support debriefing approaches that directly target
emotions (such as the reactions phase of the
PEARLS framework [62]), there is strong theoret-
ical support for such approaches.

d. In situations where labeling emotions are
insufficient to diffuse them, educators can
engage in extrinsic (or interpersonal) emotional
regulation [63]. Extrinsic emotional regulation
consists of actions performed with the goal of
influencing another person’s emotional state, to
decrease or increase either negative or positive
emotions. Common examples include situation
modification (changing a situation by removing
some or all of the emotion-provoking elements),
attention deployment (selecting which aspects
of a situation to focus on by distracting atten-
tion away from the elements that are harmful to
the learner’s goals, concerns or wellbeing), cog-
nitive change (selecting which of many possible
meanings to attach to a situation) and the often
less effective modulation of the emotional re-
sponse (actions to suppress the emotional re-
sponse by influencing physiological, experiential
or behavioral responding—e.g., directing some-
one to “take deep breaths” or to “calm down”)
[64, 65]. For example, if an educator recognizes
that a learner is disengaged due to shame at be-
ing unable to manage a particular situation or
skill, she could help the learner normalize the
experience and reframe the situation as an op-
portunity for curiosity and growth, and thus
motivate the learner towards seeking strategies
to master the challenge.

e. Following simulation scenarios that are likely to
trigger strong emotions, educators should
consider the use of educations adjuncts to
reinforce the key learning information. For
example, consider having written information of
key points that learners can take away with them
(e.g., guidelines, decision charts related to the
scenario content, cheat sheets). As well, more
experienced debriefers could supplement their
sessions by documenting key learning points on a
white board and encouraging learners to copy or
photograph these points for further reflection or
review. These will help reinforce the desired
learning. This also reinforces the importance of
strategies such as reviewing, at the end of a
debriefing session, the main learning points and
asking learners to highlight their key learning
from the session.

Preparing for emotional situations
In situations where the explicit learning objectives in-
clude exposure to emotion-inducing situations (e.g.,
stress exposure), adaptive emotional regulation strategies
should be explicitly taught with opportunity to practice.
Emotional regulation consists of individuals consciously
modifying their emotional responses to a situation [66].
Currently, the onus is most often placed on individuals
to develop their own coping skills. When left to their
own devices, individuals often develop maladaptive cop-
ing skills (e.g., suppression) that are associated with
poorer performance and poorer emotional control, as
well as increased likelihood of long term mental and
physical sequelae [43, 67]. As such, we need to consider
formally preparing individuals to use adaptive emotion
regulation strategies in emotional situations [66].
Simulation can be used to teach learners how to

recognize their emotional state (e.g., mindfulness) and
engage in adaptive emotional regulation (e.g., re-
appraisal) in situations where their emotions could
present a problem. In these types of sessions, the educa-
tor’s role is to help learners recognize their emotional
state, assess whether that emotional state is beneficial or
harmful to the situation, and learn how to regulate their
emotions in those situations where the emotions are det-
rimental to the situation. Adaptive emotional regulation
strategies include normalizing the reaction, mindfulness,
deliberate relaxation, modifying the situation, and re-
appraisal of the situation [66]. Depending on the circum-
stance, distraction may be beneficial or detrimental. Less
effecting strategies are those related to emotional sup-
pression [43, 67]. One example of emotional regulation
training used to prepare for high-anxiety provoking situ-
ations is stress inoculation training [68, 69], where indi-
viduals learn to recognize their early signs of stress/
anxiety, then practice relaxation (e.g., breathing tech-
niques) and cognitive reappraisal skills (e.g., reframing
the problem) in low stress environments before applying
them in controlled situations meant to systematically in-
crease the level of stress. Simulation-based sessions are
particularly well suited for stress inoculation and other
forms of emotional regulation training.

Conclusion
In summary, simulation-based education can be rife with
emotional situations. The emotional reactions experi-
enced by individuals during simulation can have signifi-
cant effects on what they attend to, what they remember
from these events, their judgments and problem-solving
approaches, as well as their motivation to engage in
learning behaviors. These emotions are neither good nor
bad, they simply are. In some cases, emotions will en-
hance how we interact with the world around us, while
in others they will impair it. To better support learners,
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simulation educators must gain a greater understanding
of the critical role of emotions in how individuals inter-
act with their environments. Doing so will allow for a
greater ability to support learners with teaching adjuncts
following highly emotional situations, to apply effective
extrinsic emotional regulation strategies when needed,
as well as preparing learners to recognize and adaptively
regulate their emotions when caring for patients in un-
certain and sometimes challenging situations.
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